
T H E  A F RI C A N  L AW C E N T E R  

C O L U M B IA U N IVE R S I T Y, N EW Y O R K  

I n  zwangloser Reihenfolge erhalten a n  dieser Stelle Institutionen, die für die 
Entwicklungspolitik und Entwicklungsforschung von Bedeutung sind, Gelegenheit 
zur Selbstdarstellung. 

A grant from the Ford Foundation in 1 965 established the African Law Center at 
Columbia University. Its objective is to promote the study of African Law through 
research and writing. It has fostered the study of African customary laws, the 
integration of court systems, the fusion of the indigenous laws and the imported 
laws, and other key developments in African law. 

The Center's most important work is the publication of the AFRICAN LA W 
DIGEST four times a year. This is a compilation, in digest form, of the significant 
legislative, administrative regulations and notices of the states and territories of 
Africa, together with notes and other items of interest. The DIGEST, together 
with its index, provides a convenient means of access to a large and critical body 
of African legal material. 

As an additional tool for African legal research the Center publishes AFRICAN 
LA W STUDIES. This publication provides research aids and information on 
current developments which are not covered adequately by law reviews and other 
periodicals. It includes such items as bibliographical essays, analyses of comparable 
legislation and annual or biannual surveys of legal developments in particular 
countries or in particular fields. A section of book reviews and notes on current 
publications is included. 

Members of the legal profession utilize the facilities of the Center and the 
extensive African Law Library at Columbia. American scholars and visiting 
foreign scholars engaging in research in African Law make steady use of the staff 
of the Center for bibliographical and other services. 
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